Quantification of lung injury using ventilation and perfusion distributions obtained from gamma scintigraphy.
This paper explores the potential of isotope V/Q lung scans to quantify lung disease. Areas of restricted perfusion in subjects with a pulmonary embolus (PE) were identified in 3D reconstructions of V/Q images achieved using anatomical data from the Visible Human Project. From these, the extent of lung damage was quantified. Significant differences in the values of both LogSD V and LogSD Q (p > 0.05) obtained from plots of V and Q against Log(V/Q) were found between normal subjects and subjects with a PE, but no correlation was found between either of these parameters and the degree of lung damage in subjects with a PE (p > 0.05). Whilst V/Q values were log normally distributed, the V/Q distributions from the subjects with a PE failed to show the bimodal distribution predicted from theoretical considerations and MIGET measurements previously reported. There was a statistically significant difference in the mean and standard deviation values of the V/Q distributions between normal subject and subjects with a PE (p < 0.05) but not in the median values (p > 0.05). There was no correlation between the mean, median and standard deviation of the distributions from the subjects with a PE and the percentage of damage present (p > 0.05).